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The age of steam was the age of Britain’s global maritime dominance, the age
of enormous ocean liners and human mastery over the seas. The world
seemed to shrink as timetabled shipping mapped out faster, more efficient
and more reliable transoceanic networks. But what did this transport 
revolution look like at the other end of the line, at the extremities of empire
in the South Pacific?

Taking history offshore, Oceania under steam argues for a reinvigorated 
scholarship of empire and the maritime world. It unsettles smooth narratives
of the transformative power of steam, placing human stories at the heart of
this industrial subject. Through the historical example of the largest and 
most important regional maritime enterprise – the Union Steam Ship
Company of New Zealand – Frances Steel eloquently charts the diverse and
often conflicting interests, itineraries and experiences of commercial and
political elites, common seamen and stewardesses, and Islander dock 
workers and passengers. By connecting the intimate details of shipboard life
with the high politics of imperial ocean space, Oceania under steam presents
a wealth of new insights into the significance of shipping and the sea in the
everyday life of colonialism.

Drawing on a variety of sources, including shipping company archives,
imperial conference proceedings, diaries, newspapers and photographs, this
account is a finely researched and lively study of empire in the age of steam.
It will appeal to cultural historians and geographers of British imperialism,
scholars of transport and mobility studies, and historians of New Zealand
and the Pacific.

Frances Steel is Lecturer in History at the University of Wollongong

Cover image: Photographer unknown. Possibly depicts oranges being loaded over a reef. Mauke
Island, Cook Islands, c.1900. Union Steam Ship Company Collection (PA Coll-0422).Alexander
Turnbull Library,Wellington, N.Z.
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general editor John M. MacKenzie

When the ‘Studies in Imperialism’ series was founded more 
than twenty-fi ve years ago, emphasis was laid upon the 
conviction that ‘imperialism as a cultural phenomenon 
had as signifi cant an effect on the dominant as on the 
subordinate societies’. With more than eighty books 

published, this remains the prime concern of the series. 
Cross-disciplinary work has indeed appeared covering the 

full spectrum of cultural phenomena, as well as examining 
aspects of gender and sex, frontiers and law, science and 
the environment, language and literature, migration and 

patriotic societies, and much else. Moreover, the series has 
always wished to present comparative work on European 

and American imperialism, and particularly welcomes the 
submission of books in these areas. The fascination with 
imperialism, in all its aspects, shows no sign of abating, 

and this series will continue to lead the way in encouraging 
the widest possible range of studies in the fi eld. ‘Studies 

in Imperialism’ is fully organic in its development, always 
seeking to be at the cutting edge, responding to the latest 
interests of scholars and the needs of this ever-expanding 

area of scholarship. 
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[  xix ]

GENERAL EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

One of the commitments of the ‘Studies in Imperialism’ series is to a 
‘de- centred’ imperial history, that is, a modern approach which sees 
the relations of imperialism as constituting something far beyond a 
set of radiating connections between the metropole and the so- called 
periphery. This was an image that was regularly perpetuated in the 
world maps of trade and steamship lines common in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. It symbolised the manner in which empire 
was a global terrain at which writers and cartographers looked from the 
vantage point of the so- called ‘Mother Country’. But the establishment 
of colonial rule created something much more complex than this, with 
‘sub- imperialisms’ being set up in various parts of the world, with 
intercolonial relationships establishing complex webs of economic, 
social and cultural networks. As Frances Steel demonstrates in this 
timely book, this was never more true than in the area of steamship 
histories, not least in the Pacifi c.

There are a number of new perspectives established in this focus 
upon New Zealand and Oceania. First, steamship lines are no longer 
seen as capitalist organisations that connected the centre of European 
empires to their colonial outposts. Second, the emphasis shifts from 
the prime concerns of past histories which have examined the Atlantic 
and Caribbean worlds, as well as steamer connections with Africa, the 
Middle East, the Indian subcontinent, Australia, South- East Asia and 
the Far East. Third, earlier works, both popular and academic, have 
tended to look at the large companies, the high- profi le shipping lines 
which constituted (in the words of the title of an earlier book in the 
series) the ‘fl agships of imperialism’. Finally, past studies have invari-
ably privileged ships over people, economics over social and cultural 
relations.

As I have myself written in the past, there has long been a need for 
studies of the apparently smaller – and no less signifi cant – enterprises 
of the empire of steam.

The Straits Steamship Company, the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, 
Burns Philp of Sydney, steamers on the African lakes, and many others 
are as deserving of research as Cunard, P&O, Union- Castle and British 
India. The Union Steam Ship Company of New Zealand comes into 
the same category. These companies with a lower profi le (at least in 
Europe) had a powerful impact upon the coastal, riverine, lakeshore 
and archipelagic areas in which they operated. They were equally 
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[  xx ]

GENERAL EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

signifi cant in bringing the transformations of the imperial relationship 
to bear upon indigenous peoples and their multiplicit relationships 
with Europeans and the British world. Moreover, each ship was itself 
an imperial microcosm, carrying within itself evidence of new building 
techniques, of steam technologies, of human class and racial hierar-
chies, of social and culinary conventions, of working relationships, of 
the variable mobility of peoples, and of the cargoes which were repre-
sentative of each regional economic system. Among the passengers and 
crew of each vessel were to be found varied examples of dominant and 
subordinate peoples, travelling and working in a wide variety of guises 
within colonial systems. Moreover, steamships imposed themselves 
upon indigenous nautical traditions which had transferred peoples 
and goods along coasts, between islands, around lakes, even across 
continents (like the Indian Ocean dhow or the Chinese junk). But they 
seldom achieved a sudden or easy victory. Such older methods sur-
vived and coexisted, performing parallel, related or different functions 
which colonial rule never quite succeeded in eliminating. These rich 
textures are more than adequately surveyed in this fascinating work.

It is a special pleasure and privilege for me to introduce this book 
since it is a fi eld that has intrigued me since childhood, even although 
I have contributed comparatively little to its study. An upbringing 
near the docks in a great imperial port (Glasgow) provided me with 
a fascination with steamships, their operations and the people who 
worked and travelled in them at a time when quaysides were readily 
accessible, even to schoolchildren, and health and safety regulations 
were unknown. Glasgow was proud of its ships, shipbuilders and 
seafarers, although it is true that, as Frances Steel observes, the local 
press invariably privileged ships over people in its pictures and stories. 
From the 1950s onwards and over many decades, I have been fortu-
nate enough to travel back and forth by sea to Africa, North America, 
South and South- East Asia. As an adventurous young academic I 
travelled on steamers on African lakes. Later, I developed an acquaint-
anceship with the operations of the British India Line, a high- profi le 
company founded in India, particularly with its vessels which con-
nected Bombay (Mumbai) to the Persian or Arabian Gulf and eastern 
India to Singapore. This gave me a long- standing interest in the her-
metic world of the ship, which continued to reveal its social and racial 
hierarchies into the post- colonial world. On the BI I found Indian, 
Goanese, Chinese and other crew member all performing what I have 
described as ‘invented traditions of ethnic specialisms’, a phenomenon 
that was also evident in other parts of the world. Visits to Australia and 
New Zealand, not least to their maritime museums, introduced me to 
the companies, people and trades centred upon those territories and 
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[  xxi ]

the network of routes that fanned out in the Pacifi c and Indian Oceans. 
It is for all these reasons, as well as the quality of the research, the 
writing, and its many people- centred insights that it gives me pleasure 
to introduce this book into the MUP ‘Studies in Imperialism’ series. 
It should secure an audience well outside its specifi c hemisphere, for 
the insights and methodology encapsulated here are readily applicable 
elsewhere.

John M. MacKenzie
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[  1 ]

Introduction

A building of particular note stands at the intersection of Dunedin’s 
Water and Cumberland streets. Unlike other well- preserved examples 
of the city’s rich architectural heritage, upgraded for new offi ces or con-
verted into inner- city apartments, it is now largely unoccupied. Broken 
windows and grime- streaked paintwork speak of years of neglect 
(fi gure 1). This building was constructed in the early 1880s, a time of 
unparalleled growth and prosperity in Dunedin as the city capitalised 
on the rush to Central Otago following the discovery of gold in 1861. 
The handsome solidity of the original structure embodies the certainty 
and progressive vision of the city’s political and business leaders (fi gure 
2). It was from these premises, centrally located in the railway, harbour 
and exchange precinct, the city’s former commercial and transport 
hub, that the Union Steam Ship Company of New Zealand (USSCo.) 
commanded a vast network of steamers, port branches and maritime 
labour in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Today this 
building stands as a rather tired remnant of what was one of the largest 
and most important maritime enterprises in the history of the South 
Pacifi c.

The company was established in 1875 by a young entrepreneur, 
James Mills. As a teenager Mills went to work for the local whaler 
and shipowner Johnny Jones in Waikouaiti, a small coastal settlement 
just north of Dunedin. Jones soon put Mills in charge of his Dunedin 
Harbour Steam Company. On Jones’s death in 1869, Mills, then aged 
twenty- two, was appointed leading trustee of his estate. Over the 
next few years Mills gradually achieved a prominent position in the 
local shipping industry and in 1874 he travelled to Britain seeking 
fi nancial backing to expand his Dunedin- based shipping operations 
into the long- distance coastal trades. By chance he met a prominent 
Scottish shipbuilder, Peter Denny, managing director of William 
Denny and Brothers at Dumbarton. Mills’s ambitious vision impressed 
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Denny, who offered to build the fi rst two vessels and took shares in 
them himself. Through a series of amalgamations and takeovers, the 
company went on to play a dominant role in the New Zealand coastal, 
trans- Tasman, Tasmanian and Pacifi c Island shipping routes. Vessels 
steamed to North America on the transpacifi c mail routes and also 
traded to South- East Asia, India and Europe. On the eve of the First 
World War the company commanded a fl eet of seventy- fi ve steamers. 
This tentacular stranglehold over regional maritime transport services 
soon earned it the disparaging title ‘The Southern Octopus’.1

As with the former head offi ce, now shorn of its original rooftop 
fi nery and extensive façade, the historical record of the company’s 
infl uence is not prominently etched on the land and seascapes of the 
Pacifi c. Steamers did not survive beyond their years of active service. 
Company histories catalogue their often untimely and violent demise: 
ships were wrecked, grounded, broken up, scuttled, burnt out, disman-
tled or laid up.2 You can still fi nd them preserved in perfect miniature, 
for some of the original builders’ models are encased in glass cabinets 
in the maritime gallery at the Otago Museum. As a child I remem-
ber being captivated instead by the huge fi n whale skeleton, which 
stretched nearly the length of the hall, and the diving suit with the 
plaster dummy man trapped inside, forever staring blankly out of the 
bulbous copper helmet. These were two mysterious and slightly eerie 

1  Former USSCo. building, Water St, Dunedin, 2010
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relics of the oceanic world beneath, rather than the more mundane 
history of industrial activity across its surface.

The physical demise of maritime architecture ashore and afl oat 
catalogues a gradual reorientation away from the ocean and towards 
the land as a source of collective wealth and identity. Today most 
people have limited fi rst- hand knowledge of ships and few have expe-
rienced lengthy coastal or ocean journeys on anything like a routine 
basis. Working ports are typically rather uninviting industrial spaces 
with towering cranes, rows of shipping containers and storage sheds 
fenced off from the public. Once proximate to the wharf, road and 
bridge construction and a strip of oversized commercial premises 
have gradually partitioned the Water Street site from the city’s 
harbour basin. The writing of history has itself reinforced this land-
wards orientation, for terracentric narratives of imperial expansion, 
colonialism and nation- building have predominated at the expense 
of maritime themes. In a region like the Pacifi c, a vast ocean basin 
in which many small islands are scattered, studies of the nature and 
signifi cance of seaborne connections, particularly those networks 
forged between the white settler colonies of New Zealand and 
Australia with their closest island neighbours in the western Pacifi c, 
are underdeveloped.

2  USSCo. building, Water St, Dunedin, 1880s
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Oceania under Steam revisits a period when the sea and the ships 
that traversed it occupied a more immediate and pervasive presence in 
everyday life. Throughout I use the historical example of the USSCo. 
to connect a series of sea- focused stories in colonial history. In doing 
so, I seek to integrate shipping in the broader cultural structures that 
have shaped the history of empire and Oceania.

Writing empire and steam
The fi nal decades of the nineteenth century marked a revolution in 
deep- ocean transport. Steam had been in use in shipping early in the 
century. In their initial phases of development steamships promised 
much, but the construction of safe and effi cient ships suited to long 
ocean passages was fraught with diffi culty. More effi cient propul-
sion mechanisms, notably the screw propeller in the 1840s, the 
triple- expansion engine in the 1870s, and the steam turbine at the 
end of the century, eventually produced more power from every ton 
of coal, making steam a more reliable and cost- effective technology. 
Furthermore, the introduction in the 1880s of steel as a structural 
material opened up new design possibilities. Steel reduced a hull’s 
weight, enhanced its stability and allowed the construction of higher 
and larger decks. Enthusiasm for larger, faster and more technically 
ambitious ships gained momentum. All the leading shipowners were 
ordering steamers of a size ‘which some years ago would never have 
been dreamt of’, remarked the Glasgow Herald in 1881. They were 
engaged in that ‘peaceful rivalry in the production of big ships’.3

An established literature has examined this new era of industrial inno-
vation. Steamers, together with railways, medicines, weapons and the 
telegraph cable, came to embody the key values of progressive Europe: 
complexity, power, precision, discipline and the mastery of time and 
space. As the self- styled ‘titans of technology’, Victorian Britons regarded 
these industrial products as potent evidence of superiority and power, 
fashioning what Michael Adas has labelled ‘ideologies of western domi-
nance’.4 These ‘tools of empire’ fostered a stronger, more confi dent artic-
ulation of industrial achievement with national strength and imperial 
infl uence.5 The historian J. R. Seeley’s The Expansion of England (1883), 
which sold 80,000 copies in one year, presented an infl uential commen-
tary on the power of the scientifi c inventions of steam and electricity 
in collapsing space and drawing together a Greater Britain.6 Imperial 
powers began to extend, consolidate and exploit their overseas territories 
in ways not previously possible. The marriage of new technical innova-
tions and imperial expansion laid the foundations, as Daniel Headrick 
put it, ‘for a new global civilisation based on Western technology’.7
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